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Abstract: The maturing field of wearable computing aims to interweave computing everyday life. This report focuses on LAW. As lawyers are a lot in demand for wanted and unwanted cases so here we are providing application so it with just one click they can get all the details regarding there client. We have also made this app on the bases of android as most of the popular uses android phone’s. Android is giving us an opportunity to learn Android platform and as a computer science engineer we must have the basic knowledge about android. With the help of android we are building a very user friendly application with the help of android the application can work in a very easy way and help in future development.
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1. Introduction

Lawyers are individuals who have a wide range of responsibilities and duties when it comes to their profession. Their role in society is even more important as they are acting as a voice for other. Now a days as we can see demand for lawyers has increased highly because of some wanted for unwanted events happen in each human being life. On the other hand it is said that “to live a lawyer’s life you require high patience and desire to live miserable life”. Meaning lawyers has to handle lot of clients case has to remember everything. so here we are providing an application so that with just one click lawyers can get almost everything that he/she wants about his clients and amp; their various cases he doesn’t need to remember everything. Its actually something that we can contribute to the society indirectly. LAW SUITS is an Android application used by lawyers Reason behind the name LAW SUITS is the popular Hollywood series named ‘SUITS ‘in which miserable and good life of lawyers and kind of there problems faced by lawyers are been shown.

2. Design and connectivity

Firstly, we need to study for the database topics for android terminologies, GUI development, Android studio 2.1.2 and android handset GUI is “Material Tab” Fragment and Activities buttons, text view, image views, list view, hyperlinks, scroll view, demon service intents, animation resources frame layout and relative layout. Database is used using SQL Lite. The connective is based on Android OS because it has high market which is growing rapidly. Android device have a got of Google produced and service which make’s our work easy for getting data. Google is a very safe and reliable source as it has to be connected to our google account/G-mail account which makes it easy to access the google product. As Android help in running multiple apps at the same time . This makes it very easy to download our application with just one click.

A. Advantages
- It saves a lot of paper work
- Easy storage and retrieving of client information
- It is more user friendly
- Information about the client / news just at one click
- Can carry it anywhere and access it at anytime

B. Disadvantage
- It might cost you a huge amount of money
- If phone battery die’s you cannot access the data
- Always need Internet connection
- Any kind of virus can destroy your data
- Can easily hack you data with the help of a bug

3. Conclusion

In today’s world life of a lawyer are too busy in their work they have number of cases and those cases have different date but they don’t remember all of those date or they write down manually in diary to solve this problem and we have given solution by successfully developing an android app that any smart phone holder can use known as LAW SUITS.
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